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PACS. 24.90. - Other topics in nuclear reactions and scattering: general. 

Summary. - Models describing nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energy need the 
value of the ~ A  -+ J~ '~  cross-section. The lat ter  may be obtained from the ~?j~ -+ J~A 
cross-section by detailed balance. We point out the relation between the two cross- 
sections, relevant to models which do not discriminate the charges. 

The collision between two nuclei in the relativistic regime faces the theorist with 
a very complicated quantum many-body situation, and simplifications have to be made 
to tract the problem. One possible schematization leads to the model of intranuclear 
cascade (1), in which the nuclear collision is built  up as a sequence of b inary collisions 
between hadrons. The particles are assumed to move freely between zero-duration 
collisions which occur when the minimum distance of approach for a pair is smaller 
than the square root of the cross-section divided by ~. 

The multiplicity of negative pions produced in central nucleus-nucleus collisions 
has recently received very much attention.  In  particular, the discrepancy between the 
observed pion yield and the predictions of the intranuclear cascade, the most suc- 
cessful model in every other respect, has been interpreted (3) as a manifestation of the 
compressional energy of nuclear matter,  a quant i ty  of considerable interest for nuclear 
physics. 

In  the intranuclear cascade model, pion production is assumed to take place via 
the occurence of A isobars during the process. The A's are allowed to decay and to 
interact in the course of the process. The following reactions are used: 

a) 2~'W-->~'A,  b) J~A--~J / ' j~ ,  

c) A-+  ~W,  d) ~W - , A .  

(1) For a review, see J. CUGNON: NUt/. Phys..A, 387, 191c (1982). 
(3) i~. STOCK, I~. BOOK, R. BROCKNIAN, J.W. HARRIS, A. SANDOVAL, II. STROEBELE, K.L. WOLF, 
H. G. PUGH, L. S. SCHOEDER, M. MAIER, R.E. ]~ENFORDT, •. DAOAL and M.E. 01~TIZ: Phys. Rev. 
JLelt., 49, 1236 (1982). 
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The A-isobars have a mass spectrum. In  reaction a) the mass is chosen at  random 
according to a dis tr ibut ion which closely follows the observed A-distr ibution;  decay c) is 
governed by  the na tura l  width  of the A. 

The cross-sections for reactions a) and d) are taken from experiment,  whereas the 
cross-section for react ion b) is computed as explained below. 

The discrepancy between cascade calculation and experiment for pion production 
may arise from the inadequacy of the  pion production model sketched above. In  par- 
t icular ,  the A having a small  l ifetime, off-energy shell effects m a y  be impor tant .  But  
the discussion about  the  compression energy, by  reference to the output  of the  cascade 
model, demands tha t  this classical model uses correct ingredients.  I t  appears,  in par-  
t icular,  tha t  a definite point  has to be clarified. The derivat ion of the  (integrated) 
cross-section for the A~A --~ APJf reaction, b y  detai led bMance, is in principle s traight-  
forward, bu t  has given rise to controversies in some circles using mode~s of heavy-ion 
collisions ( intranuclear  cascade, chemical kinetics, ...). More precisely we point  out  
hereafter  the  precise numerical  factor to be used in the formula when the average over 
isospin s tates  is made. Of course, in general, one studies the  populat ion of the  par-  
ticles in thei r  various isospin states. But,  sometimes, one may  be interested in quan- 
t i t ies  summed over the charges. Moreover, in a symmetr ic  system, one needs not  
discriminate between isospin states (see below), provided one concentrates on average 
quanti t ies  (e.g. the average number  oi negative pions). Furthermore,  several intra-  
nuclear  cascade codes used in the past  did not  dist inguish between isospin states.  
In  order to compare wi th  new versions making this distinction, i t  is desirable to know 
how to handle the detai led balance (this is the crucial point) when isospin average is 
introduced.  

As a usual procedure, we consider the isospin as an internal  degree of freedom, 
s imilar ly to the  t rea tment  of the  spin. One has (with the nonrelat ivist ic  kinematics),  
for the A + B  - ->C+D process (s)), 

(1) = • Z Z I<k~, SaSnTcTD]T[k i ,  SxS~T~TB>I ~, 
J_ gAg~ SxSB TOTD 

TATB S cSD 

where gi = (2Si + 1)(2Ti + 1). The other notat ions are quite s tandard.  
This cross-section corresponds to the hypothet ical  s i tuat ion of a mixed beam of 

protons and neutrons, in equal propor t ion,  bombarding a target ,  also composed in 
equal proport ions of neutrons and protons, and of a detector which does not  discrim- 
inate  between the members of an isospin mult iplet .  As usual, we have assumed an 
unpolarized beam and an unpolarized target ,  wi th  respect to the  spin. This cross- 
section is very well suited to a cascade code which does not  dist inguish the isospin 
states inside a given mult iplet .  The T-matr ix  in (1) involves ant isymmetr ized wave 
functions (see ref. (3), eh. 5, p. 242, and ref. (a)). 

For  the  reverse process, one has 

(2) 
( d a )  1 

= (2~)a/~Mfp~ Z Z l<--k~ , S~SBTAT~ITI -k~, ScSDTcTD>Is" 
z gcgD sc,sD SA, SB 

Tc,TD TA,TB 

(a) ~.  L. GOLDBERGER and K. NL WATSON: Collision Theory, 2nd edition (R. E. Krieges Publ. Co. 
Inc., New York, ~. Y., 1975). 
(4) G. PINSKI, A. J. MAcFAI~LANE, E. C. G. SUDARSHAN: Phys. Rev., 14{), I0~5 (1965). 
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Time reversaI invarianee implies tha t  (see ref. (3), eh. 4, p. 171) 

(3) I<--k~, S ~ B T A  TBIT]--k~, SoSDToTD>I 2 = [ < K ~ S ~ T o T ~ I T I k ~ S ~ S B T ~ T ~ > [ ~ .  

Therefore, 

(4) 
d a )  pj = [ d a ~  Pi 

The important  point is that  eqs. (1) and (2) have been obtained by defining the dif- 
ferential cross-section as the ratio of the scattered to the incident flux even if the par- 
t ides are identical (see, once again, ref. (3) for more detail). Therefore, the integrated 
cross-section is obtained by integrating over 2Jr units of solid angle, if the outgoing 
particles are identical (two nucleons, for instance, in our representation). We thus have 

(5) ~ P~ gxgB 1 + 60~ ) 

ax P~ gcgD 1 + 6AB" 

For the 2~f'~-~ ~?A reaction (we concentrate here and below on a definite A-mass) 
eq. (5) red~tces to 

(6) ~ x A + x x  = -~ p-~ a x x + x A  . 

Therefore, there is an extra factor �89 coming from the identity of the nucleons, when 
spin and isospin are averaged over. 

To make the argument more convincing, we show that  this formtfla can be obtained 
from detailed balance, without explicitly introducing the isospin representation. We 
have to consider the following reactions: 

(7) 

pp --+ nA++, pA+, 

pn --+ nA +, pA ~ , 

nll -+ nA ~ pA- .  

The branching ratios are ~ and �88 �89 and �89 ~ and ~, respectively. Detailed balance 
allows us to write 

(8) a,A++-+,, = %~+~A++ p~ 2 2 '  

where the first �89 factor comes from the spin and the second one from the identity of 
the two particles in the final states. The latter factor will not appeal" for pn final states. 
By  summing equations similar to (8) for all the reaction channels (7), we easily get 

(9) l p j { 1 E  1 E an~._+x,}, 
x=n,~ y = A -  ..,:,A++ xy 
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where ab represent the final nucleon-nucleon states accessible to the (x, y) pair. 
may write 

1 p2 [1 
(10) E Z Z E ~ = ~ E Z ~ a ~  ,1 

x=~,n ~=A-,...,A *+ ~=n,p b=~,p P~ [ x,y a,b 

One 

where the cross-sections for reactions not allowed by charge conservation are con- 
vcnt ional ly put  equal to zero. Hence, 

(11) 

The parentheses are precisely the isospin-averaged cross-sections considered above. 
We thus recover the factor ~ of eq. (6). We stress tha t  this result is obtained without  
relying on a particular model for the A-production: for instance, i t  is independent of 
the branching ratios mentioned above. 

We finally want  to discuss the implications of relation (6) on usual models. Let  us 
turn first to the so-called hadroehemieal model and consider a mixture of nucleons and 
A-particles. We again do not discriminate between isospin. We thus may write the 
following evolution equations for the particle densities: 

de5,  d~h 1 
(12) - -  = -- 

dt dt 2 
e~x (axx-~xA v x x )  + ex eA (aXA--~XX VXA). 

The factor �89 arises from the ident i ty  of the reacting particles. I t  occurs, because, if 
we have N nucleons, we have only ~V(A T - -  1)/2 ~ 5V2/2 reacting pairs, in contrast with 
the case in which the reactants A B  belong to different species. Then the loss term would 
be simply proportional to ~xeB- 

The brackets in (12) indicate an average over the relative velocity distribution. 
For  a thermal  distribution, one has (5.7) 

(13) = 2 g ~ g A i m A ~  ~ 

where the factor 2 comes once again from the ident i ty  of the nucleons through detailed 
balance. This factor 2 combines wi th  the factor �89 in eq. (12) to give an equilibrium ratio 

\exl~ - g x  \mxl 

a result which can be obtained from an equilibrium calculation (s), without reference 
to the cross-sections. 

(~) I. i~[ONTVAY an(l J. ZIMANYI: Nuct. Phys. A, 316, 490 (1979). 
(~) D. D. CLAYTON: Principles of Stellar Evolution and Nueleosynthesis (l~IcGraw-ttill Book Co., 
l~ew York, N.Y., 1968). 
(~) C. A. BARNES: International School of l'~uclear Physics at Erice, 1980. 
(8) ft. I. K~USTA: Phys. Rev. C, 16, 1493 (1977). 
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E q u a t i o n  (12) is exac t  in the  case of a iY = Z s y m m e t r i c  system. I t  is easy to show 
t h a t  equa t ions  s imilar  to (12) wr i t t en  for eve ry  species (n, p, A-, A ~ A +, A ++) can be 
s u m m e d  up to give eq. (12), when  isospin average  cross-sections arc  in t roduced.  More- 
over,  t he  b ranch ing  ra t ios  for react ions (7) and the  isospin conserva t ion  law, which 
impl ies  t h a t  ~(nn -+ n A ~  -) = ~(pp --~ nA++d-pA+) = 2a(pn --~ nA+§176  guaran tee  
an equal  popu la t ion  for the  members  of a g iven  isospin mul t ip le t  (qn = ~ ,  QA . . . . .  = 
= pA++) at  any  momen t .  

The  same considerat ions  apply  to a s t andard  cascade model.  W e  remind,  for  in- 
stance,  t h a t  the  fac to r  I- is indeed  inc luded in the  mach ine ry  of a code l ike the  one 
of ref. (9) since nucleon-nucleon pairs are checked to see whe ther  t h e y  produce  a col- 
lision. Of course, in a cascade calculat ion,  the  averages  in eq. (12) are  t aken  on the  
ac tual  d is t r ibut ions  and no t  on a t he rma l  one. Fur the rmore ,  f luctuat ions  are allowed, 
which m a y  make,  at  a g iven  t ime,  the  n /p  ra t io  different f rom uni ty ,  even  if one s tar ts  
wi th  a symmet r i c  system. 

(9) J .  CUGNON, D. KINET and ft. VANDERNIEULEN: Nucl. Phys. A, 379, 553 (1982). 


